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Dear Readers,
new Chairman has been
appointed for MTC. Datuk
Wee Jeck Seng succeeds
Datuk Aaron Ago Dagang
whose term ended on 31
December 2014. MTC welcomes Datuk
Wee and looks forward to a fruitful
working relationship with him in
developing and promoting the timber
industry in Malaysia.

Right Hon. Datuk Seri Dr. Zambry
Abdul Kadir announced recently that
the state has already re-planted one
million trees, with a further two million
trees to be planted at the 18,886ha
Amanjaya Forest Reserve, which
has been gazetted as a permanent
reserved forest since May 2013. For
further information on this, go to
page 28.

Malaysia’s road to long-term resource
sustainability is always paved with
good intentions. For Sabah, those
intentions have partly been realised:
Chief Minister, The Right Hon.
Datuk Seri Musa Aman, announced
during the 17th Malaysian Forestry
Conference that the state had already
certified 860,000ha of forests. During
the same conference, State Forestry
Director Datuk Sam Mannan declared
that 2014 was the year when Sabah’s
plantation timber production equalled
that of natural forest (about two
million cubic metres). Read about
Sabah’s efforts on achieving its target
of five million cubic metres of planted
timber annually on page 4.

We congratulate the newly formed
Malaysian Furniture Council (MFC)
which is a merger of the former
Malaysian Furniture Industry
Council and the Malaysian Furniture
Entrepreneur Association. With 3,000
members under its wing, the task of
the newly formed MFC in helping the
nation achieve the RM16 billion export
target for furniture by 2020 under
the National Timber Industry Policy
may be easier, or tougher, to achieve.
A lot depends on its leadership, and
whether members can be steered
towards a growth mentality premised
upon design, or innovative business

A

models that can squeeze costs
further. We wish MFC all the very best
in its endeavours. (Story on page 10.)
In FOR THE LOVE OF WOOD, we
feature Paradise Island Resort in
the Maldives. It underwent a major
refurbishment recently. However, we
were delighted to discover that many
features built using Malaysian timbers
two decades ago have been retained:
a glorious testament to the durability
of Malaysian species! Feast your
eyes on the photos of restaurants,
villas and spas adorned with Merbau,
Kempas and Meranti and see how
Malaysian timbers have helped
Paradise Island Resort live up to its
name on pages 18-27.
Happy Reading and may 2015 bring
joy and abundance to all!

The Editor

For Sarawak, those intentions have
taken the form of decisive actions
by Chief Minister, The Right Hon.
Tan Sri Adenan Satem, against
illegal logging. MTC lauds the Chief
Minister’s announcement to clean
up the Sarawak logging industry
not only through fresh legislation
that increases penalties for illegal
logging and timber smuggling, but
also through stronger enforcement.
Adenan’s actions have also been
lauded by the international media,
many of which have said that he
is walking the talk. The illegal logs
seized in December 2014 chalked a
500% increase year-on-year! (Story
on pages 6-7.)
For Perak, the state government has
targeted to plant three million trees
in a former timber production forest
in Royal Belum. Chief Minister, The
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Datuk Wee Jeck Seng
Appointed as
MTC Chairman
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Datuk Amar Douglas (fifth left) attending the First Meeting
of Malaysia-The Netherlands Joint Working Group held on
8 December 2014 in The Haque.

Datuk Amar Douglas (left) handing over the appointment letter to Datuk Wee.

D

atuk Wee Jeck Seng has been appointed as the new
Chairman of MTC. He succeeds Datuk Aaron Ago
Dagang whose term ended on 31 December 2014.

Datuk Wee, 51, holds a degree in Business Management
from the University of Sunderland, UK. He had served
as Political Secretary to a former President of the Malaysian
Chinese Association and as a Deputy Minister of Youth and Sports.
He was elected as a Member of the Johor State Assembly for
Pekan Nanas for the term 2004-2008 and has been the Member
of Parliament for Tanjung Piai in Johor since 2008.
Datuk Wee received his letter of appointment from the Minister
of Plantation Industries and Commodities, His Honourable
Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas, at the latter’s office in
Putrajaya recently. Datuk Wee will serve from 1 January 2015 to
31 December 2016.
Editor: MTC welcomes Datuk Wee on his appointment and looks
forward to a fruitful working relationship with him in developing
and promoting the timber industry in Malaysia. MTC thanks
Datuk Aaron for his services and wishes him success in his
future endeavours.
MTC also takes this opportunity to announce
the appointment of Datuk M. Nagarajan (pic),
the Deputy Secretary-General (Commodities)
of the Ministry of Plantation Industries and
Commodities as the interim CEO of MTC,
replacing Datuk Yeo Heng Hau whose term of
office also ended on 31 December 2014.

Timber and
Palm Oil
Promotion
Mission to
Netherlands
and Belgium
is Honourable Datuk Amar Douglas
Uggah Embas, the Malaysian
Minister of Plantation Industries
and Commodities led a timber
and palm oil promotion mission
to The Netherlands and Belgium on 8-10
December 2014. The mission’s objectives were to
strengthen bilateral trade in palm oil and timber
based products as well as discuss possible areas
of enhanced collaboration between the private
sectors of Malaysia and those of the two countries.

H

Apart from the ministry, the agencies and
councils that took part in the mission were the
Malaysian Palm Oil Board, Malaysian Timber
Industry Board, Malaysian Palm Oil Council,
Malaysian Timber Council and Malaysian
Timber Certification Council. Representatives
from the private sector were also among the
mission delegates.
During the visit to The Netherlands, Datuk Amar
Douglas who was accompanied by the ministry’s
Deputy Secretary-General (Commodities)
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Malaysian Foresters’
Seven Resolutions on
Forest Management
in the administration, management
and development of the nation’s
forest resources.
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The resolutions that came out of the
just concluded conference pertain to
the following:
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Datuk M. Nagarajan, convened a
Roundtable Discussion, organised
by MTC, with The Netherlands
Timber Trade Association, European
Timber Trade Federation and PEFC
Netherlands in The Hague to further
strengthen exports of timber-based
products to The Netherlands.
The Minister also attended the First
Meeting of Malaysia-The Netherlands
Joint Working Group on Timber
and Commodities. The meeting was
chaired by HE Sharon Dijksma, State
Secretary for Economic Affairs, and
discussed among other matters,
measures to promote and facilitate
trade in commodity products
between the two countries.
In Brussels, Belgium, Datuk Amar
Douglas held a Roundtable
Discussion with the Belgian Timber
Trade Association, Association
Technique Internationale de Bois
Tropicaux and European Federation
of Woodworkers to discuss ways
forward for the trade in tropical
timber as well as issues of mutual
interests relating to exports of timber
and timber products.

Datuk Seri Musa officiating the opening of
the conference.

ore than 600 Malaysian
foresters drafted seven
resolutions on forest
management during the
17th Malaysian Forestry
Conference held in Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah on 11-12 November 2014. Sabah
Chief Minister, The Right Honourable
Datuk Seri Musa Aman, officiated
the opening of the conference,
which carried the theme “A Century
of Forest Management: Lessons
Learnt & the Way Forward”.

M

The conference was first held in
1966 and since then has been
organised every three years on a
rotational basis by the Forestry
Departments of Sabah, Sarawak and
Peninsular Malaysia. The conference
provides a forum for Malaysian
foresters to exchange and share
information, views and experiences

new technology, innovation
and good practices which are
crucial to realise sustainable
forest management;

•

role of forest governance in
enhancing forest law enforcement
to achieve sustainable
forest management;

•

importance of conservation of
forest biodiversity;

•

importance of forest plantations
and other sources of timber
for sustaining the wood-based
manufacturing industry;

•

significant contribution of forest
ecosystem services to human
health and livelihoods, wildlife
habitat and diversity, watershed
protection, carbon storage,
and recreation;

•

important role of local
communities in forest
management; and

•

importance of regulating and
providing legal recognition to the
forestry profession in Malaysia.

Datuk Dr. Abdul Rahim Nik, Deputy
Secretary-General of the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment,
closed the conference.
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The European Union is a major
market for Malaysia’s timber and
timber products accounting for
RM1.81 billion in Malaysia’s total
export receipts for these products in
2013. Of these, The Netherlands and
Belgium imported RM301.5 million
and RM175.1 million, respectively.

•

Participants at the conference.
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860,000 Hectares of Sabah’s Forests
Already Certified

The long-term aim of the state is to produce timber from sustainably managed forests as well as
forest plantations, says Datuk Sam Mannan (right).

he sustainable
management of forest
reserves in Sabah is
now in full force, with
about 860,000 hectares
of forests in the state already
certified, said Chief Minister, The
Right Honourable Datuk Seri Musa
Aman in his keynote address at
the opening ceremony of the 17th
Malaysian Forestry Conference
held in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
on 11 November 2014.

T

The state’s sustainable forest
management is based on the
Deramakot forest management
model, which was developed in 1989
by the Sabah Forestry Department
with technical support from the
German Agency for Technical
Cooperation aimed at responsible
production of timber for logged
over forestlands.
The state government decided to
extend this concept to its entire
permanent commercial forest
reserves which are now regulated
under the Sustainable Forest

Photo credit: sayangsabah.com
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Management Licence Agreement,
and based on the management
model of Deramakot, said Musa.
The Chief Minister also welcomed
the steps taken by Sabah Forestry
Department to collaborate with
various agencies within and
outside the country to implement
conservation programmes. “Among
them is the cooperation with the
International Society of Mangrove
Ecosystems to carry out mangrove
rehabilitation, the European Union in
tackling climate change and reducing
emissions from deforestation and
forest degradation (REDD+) as well
as with Kyoto University, Japan
in biodiversity management and
monitoring of REDD+,” he added.
Earlier in his welcoming speech,
Sabah Forestry Department Director,
Datuk Sam Mannan, said the longterm aim of the state was to produce
timber from sustainably managed
forests as well as forest plantations.
“The state’s long-term target is to
produce 500,000 cubic metres of
natural forest management timber

and five million cubic metres of
planted timber annually,” he said.
He noted that forest plantations were
fast emerging as the main source of
Sabah’s timber production. “This year,
our plantation timber production
would for the first time be equal to
that of our natural forest production,
which is about two million cubic
metres,” he added.
Mannan also said that the state
is targeting to restore one million
hectares of degraded areas over the
next 20 years, with some of these
areas being converted into forest
plantations. Sabah has so far restored
about 500,000 hectares of degraded
forests and aims to rehabilitate a
similar sized area over the next two
decades. As much as RM1 billion
would be needed for this effort,
he said.
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Sabah-UNDP MoU to Employ Forest
Landscape Management Model

Sabah Forestry Department Director, Datuk Sam Mannan (third left) and the Assistant Resident Representative UNDP Malaysia, James George
Chacko, exchanging copies of the signed MoU.

he Sabah state government and the
United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) Malaysia signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) in Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah on 13 November 2014, to prepare for
the development phase of the Government of Malaysia
(GoM)-UNDP-Global Environment Facility (GEF) Project.

T

The project’s key objective is “To institutionalise a
multiple-use forest landscape planning and management
model which brings the management of critical protected
areas and connecting landscapes under a common
management umbrella, implementation of which is
sustainably funded by revenues generated within the area”.
The 261,264-hectare GoM-UNDP-GEF Project is an
innovative landscape management model project that will
transform the management of vast landscapes containing
some of the most important remaining biodiversity
in Borneo. It is located within Sabah Foundation’s
Sustainable Forest Management Licence Agreement area
in Kalabakan-Gunung Rara Forest Reserve.
The project, which was first agreed upon in June 2012
is a six-year project. The US$4.4 million assistance from
GEF will strengthen the conservation of the largest
area of mostly contiguous forest in Sabah and one of
the remaining forest landscapes in the Heart of Borneo.

Co-financing to the tune of US$19.5 million will come from
implementing partners, which are the Sabah Forestry
Department, Sabah Foundation and WWF-Malaysia.
Under the MoU, both parties undertake to work together
in deciding on the concrete forms of activities, which
include the following:
• revise plans for the southern block of mosaic plantation
to reduce its gross area to less than 15,000 hectares
and retain a substantial, fully protected natural forest
buffer to the Maliau Basin Conservation Area;
• establish a corridor of about 7,000 hectares between
the Sungei Tiagau Forest Reserve area and Mount
Magdalena Forest Reserve to maintain north-south
connectivity of natural forest areas within the project
landscape; and
• develop a transparent, auditable mechanism to reinvest
part of the revenues generated to support conservation,
mitigation and restoration activities.
The GoM-UNDP-GEF Project will provide a highly
relevant case study to help address many of the major
production, mitigation and conservation challenges facing
policy makers and land management agencies across
Southeast Asia.
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Sarawak Unveils Tough Action Plan
to Stamp Illegal Logging
What the NGOs Say
“Chief Minister Tan Sri Adenan Satem had
been very consistent in his messages to all
stakeholders concerning the issue in the past
few months and this shows his seriousness
to improve Sarawak’s reputation which has
been tarnished by allegations of illegal logging
and corruption. Adenan’s recent statement
acknowledges the challenges and gaps
that have proliferated into one of the major
economic activities for Sarawak. WWF‐Malaysia
would expect the Chief Minister to send the
same message to all levels of economic activities
in Sarawak that deal with natural resources.”
- Datuk Dr. Dionysius Sharma, CEO
WWF‐Malaysia
“While we applaud Tan Sri Adenan for his
tough stance against corrupt practices, the fact
remains that hanky-panky has been going on for
years and nothing much has been done about
it. Illegal logging was blatant not just in northern
Sarawak but also in other parts of the state.
Corruption persisted in the logging industry
in Sarawak because of weak enforcement on
the ground. Unless the enforcement agencies
bucked up, nothing would change.”
- Peter Kallang, Chairman
Orang Ulu National Association
(for Miri Division) and Save Sarawak Rivers
“Illegal logging not only hurts the timber
industry and Sarawak’s international reputation
but also the wildlife in and outside protected
areas. Adenan’s commitment to clean up the
timber industry should be given full support.
Some might say it’s 20 years too late but it
shouldn’t be all doom and gloom. Now, he wants
to clean it up. Good, clean it up. Let’s have better
enforcement and better staffing.”
- Dr. Melvin Gumal, Director
Wildlife Conservation Society Malaysia
“Fighting corruption is never easy, especially
after decades of cosying up to influential players
in the name of politics of development. Adenan
has taken a major step. Let’s hope the powersthat-be do not derail him. Adenan nailed it on
the head when he told the timber companies to
monitor their subcontractors, suppliers, camp
managers and workers.”
- Andrew Lo, Secretary
Malaysian Trades Union Congress

Photo credit: says.com
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Tan Sri Adenan warns the culprits involved that they would be up
against stronger enforcement.

arawak Chief Minister, The Right Honourable
Tan Sri Adenan Satem, is keeping true to his
word to “clean up” the logging industry in
the state when he announced new legislation
that increases the penalties for illegal
logging and timber smuggling. Since assuming the Chief
Minister’s post in February 2014, Adenan has taken the
offensive against illegal logging and timber smuggling
activities in the state, a situation which he had described
as “very bad”.

S

During his winding-up speech at the Sarawak
Legislative Assembly on 19 November 2014, he warned
the culprits involved that they would be up against
stronger enforcement with, among others, a beef-up
in intelligence gathering, equipment and weapons
capabilities. He said the state government had approved
RM5.07 million to acquire 29 Land Cruisers, four
caravans, 50 pieces of firearms, uniforms and helicopter
rental for aerial surveillance to boost enforcement.
He also said the state Forestry Department had
intensified its actions against illegal logging and timber
smuggling activities, including gathering intelligence,
conducting surprise checks at log ponds and timber
mills, and helicopter surveillance. The department
also held a workshop on combating illegal logging
and smuggling in October 2014, during which various
enforcement agencies assessed the log verification
system currently used in the state.
“We will try all these first to see whether they work.
If they are not very effective, we will amend the
Forest Ordinance to increase the penalties, including
imprisonment. But the main thing is not so much the
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Sarawak Forestry to Fast Track
Planted Forest R&D

Datuk Dr. Yusoff Hanifah (right) and Glen MacNair signing the contract.

tate-owned Sarawak Forestry has entered
into a three-year contract with Forest
Solutions Services (FSS) as part of the
corporation’s ambitious Planted Forest R&D
programme. The agreement was signed on
15 December 2014 in Kuching, Sarawak by Datuk Dr.
Yusoff Hanifah, Chairman of Sarawak Forestry, and Glen
MacNair, Managing Director of FSS.

S

FSS is an international forest management and research
company. The project is fully funded by the Sarawak
state government and has been designed to fast track
the acquisition of R&D capacities in not only Sarawak
Forestry but also amongst the Licensed Planted Forest
(LPF) operators in the state, address the shortage of

penalty but the certainty of being
caught. That is where enforcement
comes in. If we don’t stop the illegal
logging and timber smuggling
activities, international buyers will
stop buying from us and this will
be detrimental to our industry,” he
said, reflecting his desire in trying to
restore Sarawak’s reputation on the
international stage.
Adenan had also said he would
cancel the licences of timber
operators who failed to comply with
rules and regulations. “If there is a
breach of licence conditions, we
will cancel it. We will evaluate the
performance of the licensees when

high‐quality planting materials and resolve pressing
technical issues encountered by LPF operations.
Sarawak is targetting to establish one million hectares of
planted forests by the year 2020. Thus far, only 330,000
hectares have been planted. This fast‐track project is
aimed at addressing some of the impediments faced
by the licenced planted forest operators in the state.
Sarawak’s forest plantation activities have focused on
a few main species like Acacia Mangium, Kelampayan,
Batai and Eucalyptus.
FSS would provide a team of international experts in
various fields such as tree breeding and forestry genetics
to help sustain the planted forest industry in Sarawak.

they come back for a renewal or an
extension. I am trying to save the
industry but I need support including
cooperation from all sectors such as
NGOs who are concerned about our
forests,” he said.
Meanwhile, State Forestry Director,
Sapuan Ahmad said the department
had seized 65,407 cubic metres of
logs, valued at RM32.7 million, as
of 5 December 2014. This was an
increase of 483% compared to the
same period of 2013 when 11,216 cubic
metres worth RM5.6 million were
hauled in. He said 177 raids had been
conducted since January, involving
94 cases of illegal logging, 76 cases

of royalty evasion and seven cases
comprising other offences.
In a statement, the department said
it would use the latest technologies,
including satellite-image analysis
and air surveillance, to detect illegal
logging activities. It would also
monitor export points, log ponds and
forest checking stations throughout
the state, conduct enforcement
operations quarterly in every region,
set up roadblocks at strategic
locations, investigate all complaints
received and enhance its intelligencegathering capabilities.
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World’s First
Cleantech
Exchange
Launched
The accreditation of IFCC was established in October 2014 and is valid
for five years.

PEFC Endorses
Indonesian
Programme
he Indonesian Forestry Certification
Co-operation (IFCC) has received the
endorsement of the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).
The endorsement was marked at an event
in Jakarta on 11 December 2014. The accreditation was
established in October 2014 and is valid for five years. It
follows the EU and Australia’s recognition of Indonesia’s
Timber Legality Assurance System (SVLK).

Photo credit: eco-business.com
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Solar panels at an event in Barcelona, Spain. The IPEx Cleantech
exchange will facilitate knowledge sharing on low-carbon technologies
between developed and emerging economies.

o accelerate the adoption of low-carbon
technologies in Asia, the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) has set up the world’s first
online marketplace that will link global
cleantech companies with prospective
clients in the region.

T

The new initiative, known as IPEx Cleantech Asia, will be
based in Singapore and spur the growth of cleantech in
Asia by enabling owners of low carbon technology to sell
their ideas to emerging markets in the region.
The service, which will eventually be conducted through
an online platform that is being set up, will help cleantech
sellers and clients identify potential sales deals and assist
with legal, financial and patent-related matters.
Launched on 5 December 2014 at the sidelines of the UN
climate change conference in Lima, Peru, the platform will
be operated by Singapore-based clean energy consulting
firm ReEx Capital Asia. ADB estimated that each sale
conducted through the marketplace is likely to be worth
between US$2-5 million.
Potential customers could include manufacturers, project
developers and governments, while sellers are likely to
be innovation design companies, research laboratories
and multinationals selling intellectual property rights,
said ADB.
Source: Eco-Business, 5 December 2014.

This work follows on the PEFC endorsement of
sustainable forest management certification schemes
in Malaysia and China. Malaysia’s national certification
scheme, the Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme
(MTCS), has been endorsed by PEFC since May 2009.
The endorsement of IFCC by PEFC follows the most
rigorous assessment process existing globally for
national forest certification systems seeking international
recognition. PEFC requires all standards to be
developed through comprehensive, multi-stakeholder
and consensus-based processes at a national level with
all standard requirements meeting or exceeding the
environmental, social and economic requirements of
PEFC’s Sustainability Benchmarks.
All standards are subjected to an independent thirdparty evaluation, global public consultation, a review
by a Panel of Experts, and consideration by the PEFC
Board of Directors before PEFC members decide on the
endorsement of a particular national system. The entire
assessment documentation is made publicly available to
ensure full transparency of the process.
Forest certification has been criticised for only focussing
on the management of temperate forests primarily in
developed countries where the obstacles to sustainable
forest management are far less than in developing
countries in tropical regions. PEFC is addressing this
criticism head-on by encouraging local initiatives
which define and recognise good forest management
and allow the market to reward forest owners and
managers who commit to independent certification of
their management.
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Delegates Hailed for Paving Way for
‘Meaningful’ Climate Agreement

Ban (fourth left) praising delegates for setting the groundwork for a more conclusive agreement to be reached in 2015.

nited Nations Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon has hailed the outcome of the 20th
Conference of Parties (COP 20) to the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) conference concluded recently in
Lima, Peru, praising delegates for setting the groundwork
for a more conclusive agreement to be reached in 2015.
COP 20 brought together the 196 Parties to the UNFCCC
in an attempt to hammer out a new universal treaty that
would enter into force by 2020. The final agreement is
expected to be hashed out in Paris at the end of 2015.

U

“The decisions adopted in Lima, including the Lima
Call for Climate Action, pave the way for the adoption
of a universal and meaningful agreement in 2015. The
Secretary-General urges all Parties, at their first meeting
in February 2015, to enter into substantive negotiations
on the draft text of the 2015 agreement coming from
the Conference (COP 20),” said a UN spokesperson
in a statement.
In the statement, Ban applauded delegates for having
made “important advances” in clarifying their needs
for preparing and presenting their so-called Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) to the
new agreement and in “finalising the institutional
architecture for a mechanism on loss and damage”.

INDCs are the commitments countries are expected
to make in order to keep average global temperature
rise below 2ºC, the internationally agreed limit aimed at
staving off irreversible climate change.
Also in Lima, the US$10 billion goal for the initial
capitalisation of the Green Climate Fund – the initiative
designed to direct funding from developed nations to
those developing countries most vulnerable to climate
change – was surpassed. The Secretary-General has
long spotlighted the urgency of delivering a draft text
providing a clear and solid foundation for the upcoming
Paris negotiations, warning delegates during the
Lima conference that “the more we delay, the more
we will pay”.
The Secretary-General called on all parties, especially
the world’s major economies, to submit their “ambitious
national commitments well in advance of Paris” and
added that he looked forward to working with both the
Governments of Peru and France on a new Lima-Paris
Action Agenda to “catalyse action on climate change to
further increase ambition before 2020 and to support the
2015 agreement”.
Source: United Nations News Centre, 14 December 2014
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MFC – Towards a Stronger Furniture Industry
he newly formed
Malaysian Furniture
Council (MFC) celebrated
its establishment and
the inauguration of its
new Governing Committee members
during a dinner held in Kuala Lumpur
on 17 December 2014.

T

The MFC is a successful merger of
two national bodies representing
the Malaysian furniture industry,
namely, the Malaysian Furniture
Industry Council (MFIC) and Malaysia
Furniture Entrepreneur Association
(MFEA) in September 2014. The
merger has brought 3,000 furniture
industry players under a new
umbrella organisation.

Elaborating on the performance of
Malaysia’s furniture sector, Datuk
Amar Douglas said: “The industry
is one of the major contributors to
the nation’s export earnings. In 2013,
Malaysia exported timber and timber
products valued at RM19.53 billion
with the exports of furniture products
at about 35% of the total exports or
RM7.36 billion.
“In the third quarter of 2014,
furniture exports were valued at
RM5.90 billion, an increase of 12%
compared to the corresponding
period in 2013. I am optimistic that
the export performance of furniture
products will continue to grow in the
coming years.”
Earlier in his welcoming speech,
the President of MFC, Chua Chun
Chai said, “The representation of
the Malaysian furniture industry
by a single national furniture body
demonstrates the unity and foresight
of industry players.
“The merger has paved the way for
the industry to work closer with the
Ministry of Plantation Industries and
Commodities and all government
agencies, leading to a more direct
and effective relationship, and
therefore enabling the transformation

Photo credit: MFC

In congratulating MFC, the Malaysian
Minister of Plantation Industries
and Commodities, His Honourable
Datuk Amar Douglas Uggah Embas
who was also the guest-of-honour,
believed that the merger of MFIC and
MFEA would help the sector achieve
its targeted growth of RM16 billion in
export earnings by the year 2020 as
well as ensure sustainable progress
for the furniture industry.
Datuk Amar Douglas (left) officiating at the inauguration of MFC’s new Governing Committee
headed by Chua (right).

of the industry to the next
sustainable level.”
The occasion also witnessed
the handing over of the ASEAN
Furniture Industries Council (AFIC)
Chairmanship by Indonesia to
Malaysia. AFIC was established in
1978 as a regional trade organisation
with the prime objective of
promoting the interests of the
ASEAN furniture industries.

manufacturers to take this opportunity
to expand their markets to ASEAN
countries as well as brand Malaysian
products during the process.

AFIC currently comprises constituent
members that represent the furniture
industries of each ASEAN country
and are certified by their respective
ASEAN Chamber of Commerce and
Industries or its equivalent. MFC
will represent Malaysia in holding
the two-year chairmanship of AFIC
effective 2015.
Incoming Chairman of AFIC
2015-2016, Sunny Ter said that
with the realisation of the ASEAN
Economic Community in 2015,
opportunities exist for ASEAN
companies to penetrate markets
in the ASEAN Free Trade Area.
He urged Malaysian furniture

Photo credit: MFC
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Sunny (left) receiving the Certificate of
Handover of the AFIC Chairmanship.
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MTC Timber Talk

Abrahamsen (above) sharing
with participants his extensive
knowledge in building with timber.

he fourth and final MTC Timber Talk for
2014 was held on 20 November at MTC
headquarters in Kuala Lumpur. Guest speaker,
Rune Abrahamsen from Norway, shared his
extensive knowledge in building with timber
through two enlightening topics entitled Modern Timber
Bridges in Norway and TREET – The World’s Tallest Timber
Building. The talk attracted 134 participants.

T

Abrahamsen is a senior vice president at Sweco, an
engineering company headquartered in Sweden. He runs
Sweco’s timber design branch in Lillehammer, Norway,
and has been chief engineer for numerous large-scale
timber-based construction projects. The company has
been involved in the design of about 100 timber bridges
and the new terminal at Oslo airport, all in Norway. One of
the latest projects he is working on is TREET (“the tree”),
the world’s tallest 14-storey timber apartment building
being built in Bergen, Norway.

On TREET, Abrahamsen explained the engineering
model used in erecting the 52.8-metre tall building
and the types of wood-based materials applied in its
construction notably Glulam and CLT. He also highlighted
the construction cost which is comparable with a similar
building of concrete and steel as well as elaborated
that TREET is fire-designed according to Eurocode,
where its steel connections are hidden “inside” the
timber to prevent them from failing within the required
fire-resistance time.

Photo credit: uk.finance.yahoo.com

Sharing his experience on timber bridge building, he
highlighted the many types of bridges constructed in
various parts of Norway such as the 180-metre long
Evanstad timber truss bridge built for vehicular traffic, and
the 156-metre long Rena continuous timber truss bridge,
which is said to be the world’s strongest timber bridge
designed for heavy military traffic.
TREET, the world’s tallest 14-storey timber apartment building being
built in Bergen, Norway.

The participants comprising members of the timber
industry, architects, engineers, building contractors,
university lecturers and students of architecture and
interior design opined that the talk was an eye-opener for
them and they have benefitted from the information and
experience shared by the speaker with regard to building
construction with timber.
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MIDDLE EAST

MTC Marketing Mission to
Qatar, Oman and Kuwait

Findings of the studies were shared with the participants during the
roadshow.

o enable more members from the Malaysian
timber-based manufacturing sector to benefit
from the findings of two studies carried
out by MTC on technology enhancement
for wood processing, a roadshow was
conducted recently.

T

During the roadshow - on “Mechanisation and
Automation Options in the Wood Industry” and “The
Options for Retrofitting Woodworking Machineries” –
details of the two projects, the methodology and ways as
to how these projects could benefit test partners from the
industry were shared.
The roadshow was held on 19 November 2014 at the Kuala
Lumpur & Selangor Furniture Entrepreneur Association
(KLSFEA) in Selangor; on 26 November at Sunway Hotel
Seberang Jaya in Penang; and 10 December at the Muar
Furniture Association (MFA) in Muar.
The roadshow at KLSFEA was attended by 20
participants from 11 companies while 19 participants from
12 companies participated in the Penang event. At MFA,
15 participants from eight companies took part.
MTC received positive feedback and response from
the industry participants, 12 of whom registered their
interest to become test partners for the two projects.
Eight of the test partners are for the Mechanization and
Automation project, and four test partners are for the
Retrofitting project.

B2B sessions were organised for the Malaysian participants to engage
with key players including importers in the three countries.

TC’s marketing mission to Qatar, Oman
and Kuwait to boost timber exports to the
dynamic Middle East and North African
(MENA) market, has secured about RM6
million worth of export orders. The mission
was conducted on 7-13 November 2014 and participated
by 12 Malaysian companies. The mission focused on
sawntimber, mouldings, panel products and laminated
timber products such as scantlings and glulam.

M

MTC Director for Trade Promotion and Development,
Dr. Eric Ng, said the mission generated good demand
for Malaysian timber products and built strong bilateral
trade ties with key players in the MENA market where
growth and consumption trends have led to a massive
surge in construction activities and demand for quality
hardwood products.
He said the Middle East has become an increasingly
important trading partner for the Malaysian timber sector.
“With our capabilities and vast resources, we are wellpositioned to cater to the growing demand for timber
products in the region,” Ng said, stressing that tropical
hardwood timbers such as Meranti are among the top
choices for home owners in the Middle East.
In 2013, exports of Malaysian timber products to emerging
markets, particularly Middle East countries, showed
positive growth as mega projects in these countries
favoured Malaysian timber products. Total exports of
Malaysian timber and timber products to Qatar, Oman
and Kuwait contributed RM67.2 million, RM96.8 million
and RM112 million respectively, making up a total of 24
per cent of Malaysia’s total timber exports to the Gulf
Cooperation Council countries in 2013.

The roadshow was attended by a total of 54 participants from 31
companies.
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INDONESIA

USA

Members of the Malaysian delegation at a wood-based factory
in Medan.

Enquiries being attended to at the MTC stand at the NAWLA
Traders Market.

MTC Resource & Business
Mission

A

Resource and Business Mission to Medan,
Indonesia was organised by MTC on 9-12
December 2014. Led by MTC Chairman, Datuk
Aaron Ago Dagang, the mission was aimed at
increasing raw material supply from Indonesia.

Ten industry members from timber companies based in
Penang, Perak, Selangor and Johor participated in the
mission, the itinerary of which included visits to factories
producing solid and engineered doors, and moulding mills
producing finger-jointed and laminated boards.
The mission members were able to gain an insight into
the local timber market including learning about the
types of timbers used for door and panel manufacturing
in Indonesia. The mission also provided the delegates
opportunities to enhance trade and networking with
members of the Indonesian timber industry.

MTC Timber Marketing
Mission

TC organised a Timber Marketing Mission
to the USA on 10-16 November 2014 in
conjunction with NAWLA Traders Market
2014, a trade show organised by the North
American Wholesale Lumber Association
(NAWLA) on 12-14 November in Chicago, Illinois. Seven
Malaysian timber companies and the Malaysian Timber
Certification Council (MTCC) participated in the mission.
Mouldings, decking, laminated truck flooring, shiplap
and wooden crossarms and flooring were among the
products showcased by the Malaysian exhibitors.

M

MTC made available information materials on the
Malaysian forestry and timber industry as well as
displayed some Malaysian timber species samples.
Several general enquiries pertaining to the Malaysian
timber trade and industry were received by MTC. Trade
enquiries relating to specific timber products resulted in
sales negotiations for the Malaysian companies. Overall,
the participants were satisfied with the number and
quality of visitors at the trade show. In total, they received
20 serious trade enquiries, with RM340,000 worth of
potential sales under negotiation.
The NAWLA Traders Market is the largest annual
gathering of buyers and sellers in the North American
lumber industry and is the only trade show that is
focused almost exclusively on the lumber supply chain.
The show attracted more than 1,500 visitors and featured
284 exhibitors. There were also international exhibitors
from Canada and Germany as well as foreign companies
with representative offices in the US.

The mission was aimed at increasing raw material supply from Indonesia.

Following the trade show, MTC organised visits for the
Malaysian delegates to several lumberyards and a DIY
store in Chicago. This was to provide the participants,
many of whom were exploring the US market for the first
time, the opportunity to see the various types of wood
products being sold at the retail level.

AMAZING TIMBER STRUCTURES
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The 96-foot (27.5-metre) tall WIDC is a showcase for modern wood construction innovations, and which can stand as an easily replicated alternative
to steel and concrete.

WIDC - Tallest Wooden
Building in North America
A Testament to New Construction
Possibilities with Wood
he tallest wooden
building in North
America, called the
Wood Innovation and
Design Center (WIDC),
is located in Prince George, British
Columbia. Experienced builder in
timber construction and Vancouverbased Michael Green Architecture
combined simplicity and innovation
to create the 96-foot (27.5-metre) tall
building as a showcase for modern
wood construction innovations,
and which can stand as an easily
replicated alternative to steel
and concrete. Besides exhibiting

T

wood as a sustainable building
material widely available around
the globe, WIDC aims to improve
the local lumber economy while
standing as a testament to new
construction possibilities.
WIDC officially opened its doors
to the world on 31 October 2014.
With 51,000 square feet of space in
eight storeys, the building contains a
mezzanine level, classrooms, offices
and a public gallery on the ground
floor dedicated to the palpable
experience of wood, lounges and
a rooftop deck. Owned by the

state, the project also serves as the
home for the University of Northern
British Columbia’s wood engineering
programme. The lower floors are
occupied by the university while the
upper storeys house government and
wood industry-related organisations.
The building incorporates a structural
system that uses a variety of locally
manufactured solid engineered wood
products, and is targeting a LEED
Gold rating. The primary structure
consists of an innovative combination
of post and beam construction and
built-up cross laminated timber

AMAZING TIMBER STRUCTURES
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slabs composed of mass timber
panels provide lateral stability
and eliminate the need to surface
finishes. The floor section was of
five to seven-ply panels, with a
two-ply panel on top, creating the
corrugated system. The floor panels
were flown in, with connectors
pre-installed on the ground.

Photo credit: Michael Green Architecture

The framing system allows for
a greater façade transparency,
accepting natural light and
extending views with a low
emissivity glass skin and opaque
timber screens that help control
solar glare. Throughout the
entire construction process, the
construction site was clean and quiet.

The primary structure consists of an innovative combination of post and beam construction and
built-up CLT panels.

(CLT) panels. The panels for the
core were up to 40 feet high. Glulam
beams frame into glulam columns
using proprietary aluminum dovetail
connectors. This allows the columns
to run continuously from the
foundation to the roof, eliminating all
cross-grain bearing and shrinkage.

Except for metal connections and a
concrete foundation, the building is
made almost entirely of wood such
as Fir, Cedar, Hemlock, Pine, Spruce
as well as engineered wood. Even the
elevator core, which is traditionally
made in concrete, is made of thick
timber panels whose density and
size afford the appropriate fire rating
characteristics. The floor and ceiling

The WIDC brought together
the forest industry and others in
related sectors under one roof
to collaborate and seize new
opportunities in the industry. As
such, the WIDC is a meeting place
for researchers, design professionals,
product manufacturers, contractors
and others to generate ideas
for innovative uses of wood. It
showcases British Columbia’s
growing expertise in the design
and construction of large-scale
wood buildings.

Photo credit: Michael Green Architecture

Wood also played an important role
in the building envelope. For the
curtain wall system, LVL is used for
all mullions instead of conventional
aluminum mullions – a unique and
innovative use of wood that is

unprecedented at this scale. LVL was
also used as the structure for the
entrance canopy and ground floor
feature stairs.

According to Michael Green: “The
design incorporates a simple, ‘dry’
structure of systems-integrated CLT
floor panels, glulam columns and
beams, and mass timber walls. This
simplicity translates into repeatability
of the system.”

LVL is used as the structure for the entrance canopy and ground floor feature stairs.

AMAZING TIMBER STRUCTURES
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The mosque is greatly admired for its timber construction. It is a colossal mosque built around a central courtyard and supported by 370 solid
wooden pillars.

Jamia Masjid, India
L

ocated in Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir, India, the
Jamia Masjid is a revered mosque. It is situated at
Nowhatta, in the middle of the old city, and was
built in 1400 AD by Sultan Sikandar, whose son
later extended it.

The attractions of Jamia Masjid include beautiful IndoSaracenic architecture, an architectural style introduced by
British architects in the late 19th century in British India. It drew
elements from native Indo-Islamic and Indian architecture, and
combined it with the Gothic revival and Neo-Classical styles
favoured in Victorian Britain.
The mosque is greatly admired for its timber construction.
It is a colossal mosque built around a central courtyard and
supported by 370 solid wooden pillars. It symbolises one of
the best wooden architectural structures, which has survived
the passage of time.
The magnanimous mosque was damaged thrice by fire but
the damaged portions were restored after every disaster.
The latest restoration work was carried out under the reign
of Maharaja Pratap Singh (July 1848 to September 1925). Till
today, the mosque stands tall.
Within the mosque, the atmosphere is one of peace and
tranquility, a serene place that is in stark contrast to the
hustle and bustle of the bazaars surrounding it. The area of
Jamia Masjid extends 384 feet by 381 feet, with a capacity for
100,000 worshippers at any one time.

Photo credit: dailytravelphotos.com
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Timber doors open up the mosque’s interior, the atmosphere of
which is one of peace and tranquility.
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The main living spaces including the kitchen, dining room and sitting area The exterior consists a series of horizontal layers of different wood and
are located higher up on the site within curving natural wooden beams,
metal, while the walls are made of glass to provide natural lighting for the
copper-plated frames and large glass walls.
interior and a beautiful view of the surrounding nature.

Wilkinson’s
Tree House
Residence, USA
ortland-based architect,
Robert Oshatz,
designed the “Wilkinson
Residence” to best
suit the owner’s love
for natural landscapes and music,
making it look stunningly whimsical
from every angle. Its unusual
organic shape mimics nature and
music. The house, with a built-up
of 5,162 square feet, was designed
in 1997 and completed seven years
later but the remarkable design
still has a contemporary feel to it
and continues to attract much
admiration today.

P

site within curving natural wooden
beams, copper-plated frames and
large glass walls. The lower floor
contains three bedrooms and a
bathroom with more privacy where
views to the lower parts of the forest
are framed by the deep fins between
the windows.

According to the architect, “The
house evades the mechanics of
the camera; it is difficult to capture
the way the interior space flows
seamlessly through to the exterior.
One must actually stroll through the
house to grasp its complexities and
its connection to the exterior.”
The house also features sustainable
elements with plenty of ventilation,
radiant heating to maintain a
comfortable internal temperature
level and air quality with lowemissivity glass reflecting direct
sunlight. Oshatz gave his client what
was asked of him, a house that felt
as if it was isolated in the forest but
the whole acoustics of the space are
carefully controlled, leaving music to
flow inside it.

The residence is located on a flag
lot with a steep slope in a heavily
wooded area in Portland, Oregon.
The slope brings the main level of the
house into the tree canopy, evoking
the feeling of being in a treehouse.

The main living spaces including
the kitchen, dining room and sitting
area are located higher up on the

Photo credit: oshatz.com

The exterior consists a series of
horizontal layers of different wood
and metal, while the walls are made
of glass to provide natural lighting for
the interior and a beautiful view of
the surrounding nature.
The house’s unusual organic shape mimics nature and music, and looks stunningly whimsical
from every angle.
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Malaysian Timbers
in “Paradise”

Malaysian Timbers Used in the Project
• Balau (Shorea spp.)
• Chengal (Neobalanocarpus heimii)
• Kempas (Kompassia malaccensis)
• Meranti (Shorea spp.)
• Merbau (Intsia spp.)

for the love of wood
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Malaysian timbers have upped the luxury quotient of many heavenly island
resorts in Mauritius, the Maldives and the Seychelles, creating exclusive
away-from-it-all playgrounds for royalties, celebrities, the super-rich and
jet-setters. One such resort is situated on an island known as Lankanfinolhu
to the Maldivians, situated in the North Male’ Atoll of the Maldives. For
the rest of us, it is simply known as Paradise Island. Does it live up to its
name? Geographically, this may be just another Maldivian island, situated
10 kilometres north of Male Airport. It measures a modest 201 metres wide
and one kilometre long. But when you place 276 villas with private terraces
offering unparalleled views of the Indian Ocean, Paradise Island Resort might
just give heaven (the real one) a run for its money!

20

for the love of wood
The Paradise Island Resort and Spa has been refurbished
in recent years with additional facilities such as water
villas and restaurants. However, certain original parts
of the resort have been retained, particularly those
featuring contemporary Maldivian architecture. Pleasantly
surprising, these were built with Malaysian timbers two
decades ago, and many of these timber features still
stand solid and strong, a proud testament to the quality
of Malaysian species.
One such structure is the Arrival Lounge, which is located
closest to the jetty. It has high pitch roofs supported by
Malaysian Chengal pillars and beams, while Malaysian
Kempas rafters are paired with rattan weave-craft
to make up the ceiling, creating a casual yet classy
ambience. Adjoining the Arrival Lounge is the Sunrise
Restaurant, which also incorporates the Paradise Bar.
The bar’s high pitch roofs incorporate Malaysian Merbau
rafters and Kempas trusses; again coupled with rattanweave-craft ceilings. Solid Merbau strips line the floor of
the bar.

Right: Balau boardwalk from the jetty.
Bottom left: The Arrival Lounge with spots high pitch roofs
supported by Malaysian Chengal pillars and beams.
Bottom right: The Paradise Bar’s high pitch roofs which incorporate
Malaysian Merbau rafters and Kempas trusses.
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The spa village is another facility that has been maintained
from the original blueprint of Paradise Island Resort.
A pair of wooden swing doors framed within a timber
archway welcome visitors for ultimate pampering
sessions. In anticipation of bare-footed visitors, the spa
features Merbau flooring, creatively laid out in the shape
of a heptagon to echo the shape of the ceiling. Timber
latticework frames the outdoor greenery, complementing
the cooling brown hues. The long corridor leading to the
treatment rooms are also lined with solid Merbau strips.

Right: One of the treatment rooms.
Far right: The spa’s reception area which features Merbau
flooring, creatively laid out in the shape of a heptagon to
echo the shape of the ceiling.
Bottom left: A timber archway frames the pair of wooden swing
doors that welcome visitors for ultimate pampering sessions.
Bottom right: Solid Merbau strips line the long corridor leading to
the treatment rooms.
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Entrance to The Lagoon, built about
a hundred metres out to sea among
the resort’s water villas.

The roof trusses and beams inside The Lagoon are made of Balau, renowned for
its natural strength and durability.
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The ocean-facing side of The Lagoon restaurant
features an expansive sundeck made of
Malaysian Balau, perfect for al fresco dining and
a sundowner.

Carved wooden screens of Malaysian Merbau line both sides of
the walkway from the restaurant’s main doors.

Being marooned on an island such as
Lankanfinolhu is a wonderful experience with
several fine dining restaurants to satiate one’s
appetite. One such restaurant is The Lagoon,
built about a hundred metres out to sea
among the resort’s water villas. The Lagoon
features a pitched roof of wide overhanging
eaves to shield the walled portico against the
intense sunrays. The “walls” on most sides of
the restaurant are fitted with large Merantiframed folding doors, which when fully opened
allow a full enjoyment of the sea breeze and a
fabulous view of the ocean while dining.

Balau is unsurpassed for outdoor applications
and hence, its use for the decking around
the restaurant. The ocean-facing side of the
restaurant features an expansive sundeck
made of Malaysian Balau, perfect for al fresco
dining and a sundowner. Inside, the roof trusses
and beams are also made of Balau, renowned
for its natural strength and durability. Carved
wooden screens line both sides of the walkway
from the restaurant’s main doors, which are
handcrafted using Malaysian Merbau. Besides
serving as decorative “walls”, these screens
also provide a degree of privacy to the diners.

26
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Each of the villas and suites features a spacious private Balau-decked
veranda, equipped with a Jacuzzi.

Malaysian Meranti has been used judiciously for interior applications such as wall panels,
door and window frames as well as other interior fit-outs.
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A short flight of Balau steps at one corner of each villa
or suite allows guests to step right into the lagoon for
a swim with the fishes.

In terms of its accommodation, the exclusive Haven
complex has often been described as a resort within a
resort. The Haven Villas and Suites are built on stilts above
a lagoon. Malaysian Meranti has been used judiciously for
interior applications such as wall panels, door and window
frames as well as other interior fit-outs. Each of these
villas and suites features a spacious private Balau-decked
veranda, equipped with a Jacuzzi. Furnished with sun
loungers or timber-framed day beds, the deck is an idyllic
spot for relaxing, reading or simply enjoying the ocean’s
whispery breezes or visual offerings of various shades of
blue, turquoise and aquamarine. A short flight of Balau
steps at one corner allows guests to step right into the
lagoon for a swim with the fishes.
The Ocean Suites, perched at the edge of the island
reef, also offers magnificent views of the crystal clear
lagoon and oceanscape beyond from the Meranti-framed
windows of each suite. Here, privately served meals are
laced with fresh sea breezes on a generous seafront living
space decked with Balau and furnished with Kempas
outdoor furniture.
Partly thanks to Malaysian timbers, the Paradise Island
Resort and Spa is truly living up to its name as paradise
on earth.

Many residential and commercial structures
enhanced by the use of Malaysian timber
are featured in MTC’s book “ReThink: A New
Paradigm for Malaysian Timber”. Co-published
with MPH and available at MPH and leading
bookstores in Malaysia and Singapore, the book
showcases breathtaking projects in Malaysia,
Singapore, Mauritius and the Maldives.
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Datuk Seri Dr. Zambry (right)
officiating the opening of
the seminar.

Photo credit: lijiun.wordpress.com

Photo credit: www.zambry.my
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Three Million Trees for Amanjaya
Forest Reserve, Perak
he Perak state government has targeted to
replant three million trees in a former timber
production forest in Royal Belum. According
to Perak Chief Minister, The Right Honourable
Datuk Seri Dr. Zambry Abdul Kadir, the state
government has gazetted the 18,886ha Amanjaya Forest
Reserve as a permanent forest reserve since 9 May 2013.

T

“A total of one million trees have been replanted and
another two million trees are in the process of being
replanted,” he said in the state capital, Ipoh, after opening
a seminar on positioning Royal Belum as a world-class
tourism and research destination recently.
The forest reserve is the main stretch of forest along the
Grik-Jeli Highway connecting the Royal Belum State Park
and Temenggor Forest Reserve.
The gazettement of the Amanjaya Forest Reserve will help
reduce fragmentation between forest complexes within
the Central Forest Spine (CFS), in line with the National
Physical Plan (NPP) and the CFS Masterplan.
The CFS consists of four major forest complexes in
Peninsular Malaysia, identified in the NPP as the backbone

of the Environmentally Sensitive Area network. Both
the NPP and the CFS Masterplan have identified the
Amanjaya Forest Reserve as a primary linkage, an
important ecological link between Royal Belum and
Temengor Forest Reserve.
Most of the large mammal species have been recorded in
the Amanjaya forest, including the elephant, tapir, tiger,
gaur and sambar deer. It is imperative that the natural
habitat is maintained so that tigers and other animals can
use it as a corridor to disperse or move between Royal
Belum and the rest of the Main Range.
As at end-October 2014, Perak’s total permanent forest
reserve stands at 995,284.96ha scattered in 68 areas
across the state including the Amanjaya Forest Reserve.
The state government has also given its approval to
gazette five other areas as permanent forest reserves.
They are the Lekir Forest Reserve (616ha), Kelip-Kelip
Forest Reserve (152.98ha), Piah Forest Reserve (2,362ha),
Teluk Muroh Forest Reserve (116.6ha) and Teluk Rubiah
Forest Reserve (1,052ha). The plan to gazette the KelipKelip Forest Reserve is being drawn out, while the other
areas are in various stages of being gazetted.

Photo credit: arkitrekker.com
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The forest reserve is the main stretch of forest along
the Grik-Jeli Highway connecting the Royal Belum State
Park and Temenggor Forest Reserve.
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Black-and-white pictures of the new snail species as published
in Basteria.

New Snail Species
Charopa lafargei
Found in Perak
new species of snail, Charopa lafargei,
has been discovered on Mount Kanthan
in Perak. The discovery was made by a
Malaysian researcher, Mohammad Effendi
Marzuki, and Liew Thor Seng, a biologist
based in Universiti Malaysia Sabah.

A

The finding was published in Basteria, a scientific
journal by the Netherlands Malacological Society. The
report of the discovery described the snail as “uniquely
identified among West Malaysian Charopidae by its
conical shell and high, lamella-shaped radial ribs”.
The snail was found on leaf litter at the base of a
limestone cliff and termed as “presumed narrowly
endemic”, meaning that it was found only in a small
area and that more surveys were needed to determine
its population and coverage.
“These adapted species often occur confined to
a single hill or a small group of hills, and are found
nowhere else in the world. Charopa lafargei may
be such a species,” added Jaap Van Vermuelen, a
Dutch taxonomist.

Gaurs are among the large mammal species to have been recorded in
the Amanjaya forest.

Gunung Kanthan has been identified as one of the
most important limestone hills in Perak. In a 1991 survey
published by the Malaysian Nature Society, it was listed
as one of four hills of great conservation importance.

Environment Let’s go eco!
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Tun Jeanne (centre) taking part in the event held at the
Pandamaran Sports Complex in Klang.
Datuk Seri Ahmad Phesal (left) officiating the event.

303
Rainforest
Trees Planted
During
Hutan Kita
total of 303 rainforest trees
were planted during Hutan Kita
(Our Forest), an event organised
by Landscape Malaysia, Klang
Municipal Council and L’Oreal
Malaysia to create much-needed green lungs
in urban areas throughout the country.

A

City Hall’s Greener
KL Initiative
total of 29 companies participated in Kuala Lumpur
City Hall’s (DBKL) Greener KL Initiative recently. The
event, which attracted over 1,100 volunteers, was
organised to increase the number of edible fruit trees
in the city through the planting of a record number of
fruit trees within city limits.

A

Officiated by the Mayor of Kuala Lumpur, Datuk Seri Ahmad Phesal
Talib, the initiative was a big hit in the private sector, especially
among property developers as a means of giving back to nature.
A total of 28 plots in Kolam Takungan Banjir Batu in Sentul were
allocated for the planting of the fruit trees.
By planting 3,500 fruit trees, DBKL’s Greener KL Initiative earned a
place in the Malaysia Book of Records as the ‘Most Number of Fruit
Trees Planted in a Single Event’.

Landscape Malaysia Chairperson, Tun
Jeanne Abdullah, who is also wife of former
Prime Minister Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi,
said Hutan Kita began in February 2009
at the Bukit Kiara forest in Kuala Lumpur.
The programme has since expanded to
include trees, totaling about 60,000, being
planted in school, hospital and university
compounds as well as parks and mangrove
forests nationwide.

Photo credit: simedarbyproperty.com

The tree-planting event, which took place
at Pandamaran Sports Complex in Klang,
Selangor, was participated by officials and
employees of the three organisations. Three
species of rainforest trees, namely, Meranti
(Shorea spp.), Mata Pelanduk (Coralberry)
and Beruas (seashore mangosteen) were
selected to bring different benefits and
biodiversity to the site.

The Mayor with participants from Sime Darby Property, one of the 29
companies that took part in the initiative.
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Lee (left) leading members of his management team in planting the first few trees at
the boulevard.

Greening Sibu Jaya
Township
T

wo hundred trees were planted along the South Boulevard
of Sibu Jaya Township in Sarawak as part of a continuous
initiative to green the suburban township. The South
Boulevard is one of the four main boulevards of the
township to be fully completed and beautifully landscaped.

The management of the project developer, Amcorp Properties, led by
Managing Director Ben Lee planted the first few trees at the 600m
long boulevard.
Lee highlighted the fact that under the Sibu Jaya re-planning exercise,
a lot of emphasis was placed on greening the award-winning township.
Among the key components of the re-planning exercise was the
development of a beautiful and sprawling green lung totalling 40 acres.
Amcorp, he said, will continue to play a proactive role in the creation of
more green scapes for Sibu Jaya.
“We will ensure that Sibu Jaya is a lush and green township and work
harder to achieve better results in the coming years,” he said. Sibu Jaya
won the prestigious Highly Commended Award for Best Residential
Development (East Malaysia) at the South-East Asia Property Awards.
Several years ago, it also picked up another award for Planning
Excellence.

Residents of Sri Kesidang apartments
participating in the fruit tree planting activity.

Fruit Tree
Planting by
Apartment
Residents
nder the “Go Green Puchong”
programme, residents of
Sri Kesidang apartments
in Bandar Puchong Jaya in
Puchong, Selangor planted
29 fruit trees of various species in
their area.

U

The apartments’ management committee
chairman Albert Chong, said that the
residents would like to see the children
and senior residents living around
the area and who love recreational
activities to enjoy the outdoors in a
healthy environment under the shade of
trees. The residents planted mangoes,
rambutan, ciku and cempedak, among
others. The residents were asked to
adopt the trees to encourage them to
contribute to a greener environment.

Photo credit: thestar.com.my.

“Naturally, it will encourage residents
to interact with one another and foster
friendship as everyone needs to work as
a team to ensure the trees are well taken
care of,” said a resident, Betty Tan, who
has been living in the area for 15 years.
Under the Sibu Jaya re-planning exercise, a lot of emphasis is placed on
greening the award-winning township.
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Kenong Rimba
Park, Pahang

Photo credit: ahmadhajimahmud.blogspot.com

Environment At One with Nature

The gigantic ficus and majestic Tualang trees, which are found in the park, attract a large variety of birds that seeks shelter and food, making it a
paradise for birdwatchers.

enong Rimba Park is nestled on the fringe of
Taman Negara (National Park) in Pahang at its
eastern and northern boundaries, covering 128
square metres of unspoilt tropical rainforest.
Similar to all the national and state parks in
the country, Kenong Rimba Park contains one of the
oldest rainforest in the world, estimated at more than 130
million years old. This scenic valley is home to strings of
limestone caves, cascading waterfalls and crystal clear
streams amidst flora and fauna of various species, offering
spectacular adventures for nature enthusiasts.

to the first camp at the base of Mount Kenong. The first
few such as the Batu Tangga Cave and Batu Talahup Cave
are easily accessible. These caves have rock formations that
bear an uncanny resemblance to flights of stairs. Another
popular cave is Batu Tinggi Cave with its boat-like interior
which is a sight to behold. It also houses a variety of unique
and exotic orchird species. Trekking durations in the park
vary from two to six days.

K

Air Terjun Tujuh Tingkat (Seven Step Waterfalls) is Kenong’s
very own watery cascade, that tumbles down into a clear
rocky pool. The locals come here for swimming, angling
and relaxing picnics.

The park is dominated by lowland forests and riverine
vegetation. Epiphytic vegetation such as ferns and
wild orchids thrives here in abundance. The gigantic
ficus and majestic Tualang trees, which are found here,
attract a large variety of birds that seeks shelter and
food, making it a paradise for birdwatchers. The Asian
Paradise Flycatcher, Blue Rock Thrush, Green Broadbill
and White-rumped Shama can be spotted here, with
occasional sightings of hornbills and eagles.
Kenong Rimba Park is also well-known as one of the best
wildlife reserves in the country, and mammals such as the
prickly porcupine, mousedeer, flying foxes, the Malayan
Tapir and elephants are its known residents. The park is
also home to the aboriginal Batek tribe, who are nomadic
hunters and gatherers.
There is a complex network of caves with unique
geological formations. The caves have all the necessary
features for adventure lovers: dark, damp and narrow
passages, tough jungle trails and faces for wall
climbing. There are several caves situated along the way

Photo credit: mukhrizhazim.wordpress.com
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The park is also home to the aboriginal Batek tribe, who are nomadic
hunters and gatherers.
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The park has a complex network of caves with unique geological formations.

LOCATION

Photo credit: ib.lynxeds.com

Kenong Rimba Park is located near Kuala Lipis Town.
It is about 180km from Kuala Lumpur and 300km from
Kota Bahru, Kelantan. Visitors can access Kuala Lipis via
the Karak Highway from Kuala Lumpur and Kota Bahru.
One can also get to the park via the Lipis Railway
Station, a three-hour train ride from Kuala Lumpur. After
getting off at Batu 9 station, it is a five-minute walk to
Sungai Jelai Jetty and a 20-minute boat ride to Tanjung
Kiara Jetty which will lead visitors to the park.
The Asian Paradise Flycatcher is among the many species of birds that
can be spotted in the park.

ACCOMMODATION
At Kenong Rimba Park, visitors can get comfortable
accommodation and decent chalets at reasonable
prices or choose to camp at designated sites. There
are also many lodges and inns in Kuala Lipis for a
comfortable stay.

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further details, please contact:
Tourism Malaysia Pahang
Lot G-01 Bangunan Mahkota Square
Jalan Mahkota, 25000 Kuantan,
Pahang Darul Makmur
TeI: +60 9 517 7111
Fax: +60 9 517 7114
Website: www.pahangtourism.org.my

